JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1X46
[u-bit #19200438]
680-23-8
00:00:02 1) views of people living in desert including vehicles along sand
(N) Animals: Camels 1-00:02:38 between rocks, man wearing material over his head with only his
eyes visible, smiling young woman, people walking by and sitting under
tent, person looking at face in mirror?, CS face with only eyes visible,
people sitting around fire at night with woman playing an instrument,
quick view of camel, western man shaking hands with native man,
MCS man with only eyes and nose visible, men sitting together,
vehicles along road with buildings in background, men on camels,
vehicles along rocky terrain, sandy terrain with mountains in background,
people approaching smoky fire at night, men riding camels on rock,
men on camels running through rocky terrain <some scratches>
00:02:42 2) views of pyramids, people on camels in front of pyramid, man
-00:03:58 climbing up pyramid (1935)

(N) Egypt: Pyramids &
Explorations
1912-1930s

00:04:01 3) views of weightlifting contest in Holland with Fiad of Egypt and
-00:04:43 African-American heavyweight John Davis from U.S. (1949)

(N) Sports:
Weightlifting

00:04:49 4) many POVs from boat along river with reflections of trees in
-00:09:12 water

(N) Scenic: Water

00:09:15 5) LS camel caravan at top of screen with shadows of caravan
-00:09:21 visible on sand dune

(N) Animals: Camels

00:09:25 6) MCS water falling next to bird, mountain scenes, people on
-00:10:35 horses along path on mountain, views of flowers, bridge over
stream, views of waterfalls, mountain near body of water, views
of rodent

(S) Scenic: Mountains

00:10:38 7) views of lake with mountains in background
-00:10:52

(N) Scenic: Lake
(Ferrani Stock)

00:10:55 8) reflection of trees in water at sunset
-00:11:04

(N) Scenic: Trees

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
1X46 -2680-11-10
00:11:19 1) men’s tug-of-war with crowd watching from stands, men’s
-00:12:37 gymnastics - men jumping over long legged side horse with other
men sitting on top, women’s archery - women shooting arrows
and inspecting target

(S) Olympics: 1908 London
[also on 1X28
02:47:19-02:49:03]
[also on 1S06
02:20:03-02:21:47]

00:12:40 2a) two clips - Chaplin as policeman hitting Eric Campbell on his
-00:13:06 head with billy club and having no effect, Chaplin holding Eric
Campbell in lamp on post while turning on gas, Campbell falling
limp and Chaplin lifting lamp off his head and taking his pulse
and then putting back lamp over his head

(S) Chaplin: Mutual “Easy Street” (1917)
-3-

00:13:08 b) RUSHES - three views of Chaplin, Eric Campbell and Edna
-00:14:14 Purviance at table eating soup and then spaghetti

(S) Chaplin: Mutual “The Count” (1916)

00:14:18 3) women on large swings and other views of elaborate party
-00:15:00

(S) Parties: Jazz Age
[also see 1X44
04:25:55-04:27:17]
[also see 1X48
01:14:12-01:15:34]

00:15:03 4) views of rocket taking off and airplane releasing parachutes and
-00:15:55 being carried to ground, airplane on ground

(S) Rockets

00:15:58 5) views of galaxy
-00:16:36

(S) Space: Travel

00:16:40 6) planets, moonscapes
-00:17:13

(S) Space: Effects

00:17:15 7) views of New York City ticker tape parade with crowd and much
-00:17:34 ticker tape in air, HA Lindbergh riding in auto (late 1920s)

(S) Lindbergh, Charles Welcomes
(Parades)
[also see 1X47
22:03:56-22:04:37]
1X46 -3-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
00:17:37 8) “And This Is The Newest In American Bobs-“ - hairdresser working (S) Fashion: Hair
-00:18:00 on woman’s hair, CS head of woman revolving in circle showing off
1920s
her hair, heads of three women with hats, CS woman with hat
[Castle Films]

00:18:04 9) “Fat Folks Declare War --- Fight Is On - New York - ‘Philadelphia
-00:18:15 Jack’ O’Brien Directs Campaign To Recapture Lost Waistlines”
- views of two fat women boxing in ring with Jack O’Brien
refereeing and one man watching from outside ring [Kinograms]

(S) Gags: Fat People
[also on 1G02
03:19:12-03:19:27]

00:18:18 10) crowd in stadium, man holding lighted torch running in front of
-00:18:33 auto with other runners along city street, CS side view of
runner with crowd looking on, MCS Jesse Owens’ legs at start of
race, quick view of Owens and others at start of race, Owens
loosening up his legs

(S) Olympics: 1936
Summer - Berlin,
Germany -1[also see 1D03
03:13:56-03:16:25]

680-20-4
00:19:09 1) view from underneath of woman standing on glass making
-00:19:27 swing with golf club

(N) Gags: Golf

00:19:31 2) man teeing off with people watching on bench behind him,
-00:20:16 MLS gallery walking over bridge, man chipping golf balls
through hole in middle of large intertube with African-American
boy wearing catcher’s mask avoiding being hit by golf balls

(N) Gags: Golf

00:20:19 3) views of two women performing on stage
-00:21:26 (1935)

(N) Vaudeville:
Contortionists

00:21:29 4) demonstration of bulletproof glass - man shooting bullets at glass
-00:22:01 with another man with camera behind it, views of man shooting at
glass with woman behind it putting on lipstick

(N) Police
1X46 -4-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
680-22-2
00:22:39 1) trailer for Rodan (1956) - Japanese flying monster, earthquake,
-00:24:45 bridge falling down, jets, CS pilot in cockpit, monster smashing
buildings, tank shooting at monster, train being swept off track,
buildings on fire [A King Brothers Presentation]

(S) Trailers
[b/w] [silent]

00:24:49 2) views of mountains with snow, lake and trees
-00:25:49

(S) Scenic: Mountains

680-16-1
00:26:43 1) Busby Berkeley type number with women pushing baby carriages,
(N) Dance: Feature -00:34:33 cameraman on dolly, man composing at piano, woman singing,
German - 1930s
cabaret singer (probably Theo Lingen) with puppet chorus girls,
[silent]
chorus girls dancing in Christmas costumes behind female singer,
man playing organ in street with boys listening, men sitting at table,
CS screenplay? written in German, man singing and playing piano and
woman in painting coming alive and singing, man tap dancing like
Fred Astaire with woman coming out from painting <feature clip>

680-2-1
00:35:05 1) various views of bathing beauties - four women laying on their
(S) Bathing Beauties:
-00:44:26 backs with legs in the air, views of the four women posing in
FGMP #1
bathing suits, MCSs women along runway, views of contestants
coming onto stage, views of still cameramen taking their pictures,
contestant coming onto stage through cellophane covered
entrance with sign above: “Miss Photoflash 1945?”, CS still
cameraman taking photograph, woman putting crown on another
woman and kissing her, CS woman wearing crown and blinking
her eye, views of contestants wearing costumes made out of tin cans,
man attempting to cut costume of one contestant with metal shears,
contestant with cowgirl costume pulling out six gun and shooting,
contestant posing, line of contestants sitting on edge of pool with
their feet in the water, views of contestants walking outdoors with
bags over their heads with old male judges looking them over including
one judge adjusting his eye glasses to get contestants into focus,
1X46 -5views of Miss America parade on boardwalk including float with

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
sailors and Uncle Sam, views of contestants sitting on beach one by
one lifting their heads while wearing straw hats, contestant wearing
bathing suit with U.S. flag stripes, views of woman wearing one piece
bathing suit posing on boardwalk with other contestants behind her
looking on, contestants posing with bathing suits made of U.S. flag
stars and stripes, young people in costumes dancing around May Pole,
women in costumes acting and dancing on outdoor stage, views of
contestants posing on beach in elaborate bathing suits with crowd
watching, contestant laying down and beckoning someone to her,
contestants on stage, women in bathing suits at beach dancing in
circle in ocean and playing leap frog, views of line of contestants
sitting on diving board and drinking wine and then throwing empty
glasses into swimming pool, views of contestants posing on rock
then walking off onto beach
00:41:45

00:43:21
00:43:27

00:44:01

00:44:15
-00:44:26

“Bathing Girl Contest Gives Jury Brainstorm - Los Angeles - Biggest
Beauty Pageant Ever Held On The Coast Gives Judges 400 To
Choose From” - contestants walking on runway with spectators
looking on from below with sign on building in background:
“Merchandise”, views of contestants on floats in parade, views of
contestants in autos through crowd with signs on autos: “Earl A.
Maginnis Inc - Motor Cars”, “Metro Studios”, “Willard H. George 1920 Girl”
“The Judges Said These Two Were The Fairest” - MCS two winners
with long hair looking toward camera lens
“Pity The Poor, Harassed Judges --- From These Fair Ones They
Must Choose The Fairest” - Washington, D.C.? - seven contestants
standing next to each other: “Miss Yonkers”, “Miss Hartford”,
“Miss Springfield”, “Miss Bayridge”, “Miss Bridgeport”, views of
contestants parading outdoors before judges: “Miss Wichita”, “Miss
Spokane”, “Miss South Dakota”, “Miss Omaha”, “Miss Utah”, “Miss
Portland”, “Miss Toronto”, “Miss Seattle”, “Miss Tulsa”
views of many contestants walking on runway with many people
watching from below with one contestant wearing bathing suit with
dice on her head and sign in background: “Merchandise”, “Each One
Wants To Be Miss Los Angeles”, contestant along runway holding
parasol (1927) [Kinograms]

[also on 1X47
22:08:10-22:08:54]

women on beach turning around while holding rolled up U.S. flag
then unrolling flag

1X46 -6680-3-1

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
00:44:52 1) judges sitting at table and applauding with sign behind them:
(S) Contests:
“Valcort Nylons”, views of contestants behind screen allowing
Bathing Beauty
only their legs to be visible to judges, prize ribbons on legs of
three contestants, judge placing coins between legs of one
contestant to see if they will fall to the ground, contestant
separating legs and letting coins fall to the ground
00:46:10
quick view of contestants riding in autos through crowd, crowd
watching contestants parading on edge of pier with one woman
wearing bathing suit with stars and stripes of U.S. flag, views of
contestants posing, line of contestants walking down steps, contestants
parading before crowd on edge of swimming pool, CS contestants in
swimming pool holding blocks of ice and eating pieces of watermelon,
man wearing bathing suit and boots being held by woman with two other
contestants putting pieces of ice down his boots with man filming event
with movie camera, man rewinding his camera and contestants and man
wearing boots attacking him with pieces of ice, views of waiters bringing
out blocks of ice, contestants and waiters throwing blocks of ice into
swimming pool, views of contestants in swimming pool holding blocks of ice
00:48:07
woman doing cart wheels on stage, same woman on stage dancing
Hula with people playing instruments and trophies on stand behind her,
same woman bending legs over her head from behind
00:48:54
man walking past woman in bathing suit on beach into dressing room,
man laying on beach looking at her, woman walking past him
and placing a towel on beach and laying down
00:49:26
line of contestants posing: “Miss Bakerfield”, “Miss Chico State College”,
“Miss Eureka”, “Miss Fresno”, “Miss Imperial Valley”, etc., views of line
of contestants carrying balls and walking over balls placed a few feet apart
on edge of swimming pool, contestants wearing bathing suits in line with
legs spread apart and other contestants crawling on ground along path
created by their open legs, CS between spread legs of line of contestants and
their faces looking down recorded by camera pointing up and being held by man
laying on his back on board with wheels being pulled by rope through path
created by their spread legs, MCS man with movie camera sliding through
path created by the spread legs of contestants, views of line of ten contestants
jumping rope at same time, twelve contestants jumping into swimming pool,
views of contestants standing in circle and passing around beach balls with one
woman standing in center of circle, views of line of contestants crawling
through path created by line of women standing with spread legs
00:52:51
”Peggy & Rosalind - Palm Beach, Fla. - Envy “Em, You Who Shiver
Up North” - CS two beauties with one winking, same two beauties coming
away from water at beach [Kinograms]
00:52:59
man posing while measuring thigh and ankle of woman holding up her dress
00:53:38
contestants in California posing and winners holding trophies
-00:54:55
1X46 -7680-13-1
00:55:22 1) clips from German feature Das Weltraumschiff - space ship

(S) Space: Spaceship

-01:02:08

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
coming out of hangar, movie director standing next to camera,
[also see 1X45
space ship on ground, PAN across launching platform, space
07:35:30-07:41:49]
ship flying around earth, “Der Mond Hat Keine Lufthulle” landscape with mountains, cameraman and director behind and by
35mm camera and then camera revolving, passengers on space ship,
photographers taking still photos of actors, buildings, large audience,
views of hangar opening, people watching from balcony, HA cheering
crowd, views of spaceship coming out of hangar, views of actor on large
screen speaking to group of reporters watching and listening to screen
680-14-1

01:02:38 1) various views of pyramids, sphinxes, and camels including autos,
-01:12:23 trolley, people in front of tent, people climbing up pyramids,
views from top of pyramid, views of people in outdoor cafe,
people playing tennis with pyramid in background, people in
swimming pool

(S) Egypt: 1920s Pyramids, Sphinx
(Lecture R6)
Master
[partially also
on 1X07
07:58:47-08:03:20]
[partially also
on 1X03
04:45:14-04:50:16]

680-25-1
01:13:29 1) views of man hitting ball with mallet while water skiing
-01:14:03
01:14:03 2) views of people on toboggan slide down into water, REVERSE
-01:14:24 ACTION shot of people sliding back up
01:14:24 3) views of people water ski jumping by stadium with U. S. flags
-01:14:54 and jumpers crashing, one view shot in SLOW MOTION
01:14:54 4) men balancing on wooden ball and drum in water, man on roller
-01:15:22 skates jumping rope while balancing on log in water
01:15:22 5) men jousting in canoes then falling into water
-01:15:52
01:15:52 6) women in canoes swinging golf clubs at floating balls,
-01:16:36 women chipping balls into hole in life saver floating in water,
one woman falling in water after swing

(S) Gags: Water

